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JOUR200A: Fundamentals of Editing and Reporting I
Teaching lede writing for digital/print, broadcast and social media
simultaneously
Abstract
Fundamentals of Editing and Reporting I is a foundational course required for all majors in the College of
Journalism and Mass Communications at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln. The first half of the
course focuses on grammar, AP style, determining how to identify news and good editing. The second
half of the course pivots to applying those principles in writing by focusing on teaching students how to
summarize news facts, write them in an inverted pyramid news writing style for digital/print publication
and also for broadcast and social media platforms. There are key differences in writing for various
platforms and historically each has been taught in separate modules, using separate exercises during the
course. Students have said they found that confusing. Some students continued to confuse writing styles
through the end of the course. This portfolio examines if introducing all the forms simultaneously would
prove less confusing to students and improve learning outcomes. In this portfolio I also reflect upon my
first year of teaching, during a global pandemic, and on course challenges, limitations, successes and
future plans.
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These are especially trying times for journalism: The First Amendment is under siege as the chorus of
“Fake News” is continually trumpeted; the economics of print continue to fall off a cliff at the same time
the country is headed into a economic downturn due to Covid-19; and the shuttering of many local
newspapers has left news deserts in many parts of Nebraska and across the nation. The next generation of
journalists will be called upon to know and nail the basics, while at the same time young journalists must
be able to ferret out facts and present them in a way that speaks to various communities as unbiased — or
at least recognizing their own bias and adjusting their coverage in light of that.
Increasingly, the next generation of journalists must know how to write for various audiences and adjust
their writing for the audience and for the platform while following grammar rules and Associated Press
rules for those platforms (digital, print, broadcast and various social platforms).
Fundamentals of Editing and Reporting 1 (JOUR 200A) must provide a hands-on, skills-based foundation
for the success of all College of Journalism and Mass Communications (CoJMC) majors. At the same
time, all CoJMC students should be media literate, recognizing  journalism’s importance to democracy
— notably the tenets of the First Amendment — by the end of this course.
Course objectives
When I started this portfolio, I thought I wanted to determine:
● How do we gauge student success in JOUR200A?
○ Specifically:
■ Are students learning the key fundamentals of writing and editing their work and
that of others?
■ Do students leave this course as more concise and clear writers?
However, because assistant journalism professor Jessica Walsh (who serves as the course coordinator for
JOUR 200A) was also in this section of the Peer Review of Teaching Project I re-examined and narrowed
my query. We are in a unique position to examine this course in various ways. It is exciting to consider the
possibilities that we may derive from this multi-point review.
I honed my query to examine if teaching lede* writing for various platforms together over several weeks
during the Spring 2021 course would increase student knowledge and decrease confusion, as voiced in
both of my Fall 2020 sections. [*please note: A lede, sometimes also written as lead, is the first sentence
of a news story. Lede and lead are synonymous.]
Teaching lede writing for one platform, which has historically focused on newspaper/print structure, is
difficult enough to teach in just a few weeks. An added requirement for this course is that we introduce
broadcast and social media writing as well. This year’s shortened semesters added to the challenge. Other
faculty teach each component (print, broadcast and social) in separate modules. I combined them.
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Ultimately, I want this portfolio to be used to help inform ongoing conversations the College is having
about our journalism curriculum — including a deep review of this course, specifically.
Personal objectives
I am not only a new instructor to UNL, but I came directly out of a newsroom less than a year ago after a
35-year professional journalism career. And while that experience certainly informs my classroom
teaching, I recognize and acknowledge that I am not a trained teacher. I do not have an advanced degree
nor a background in pedagogy or instruction, or in the practice of academically-rigorous research
methods.
Hence, I would like this portfolio to help me document and  inform my teaching style, provide a critical
look at what I may not be doing correctly (or at least areas in which to improve), and also to identify areas
that are strengths that I should be leveraging and leaning into. I also would like to more fully engage with
others to determine how to gauge success (my own and that of this course and how we teach lede writing
for multiple platforms).
I would like this portfolio to aid me in looking at how I teach and how I can become a more effective
instructor who is looking at outcomes before designing new curriculum or new coursework. I do not want
to teach just to teach. I want students to walk away with real knowledge that I am able to quantify and use
to amend my own work for the success of the next semester and next generation of students and
ultimately the next generation of journalists.
I would be remiss if I did not mention that I plan to use the portfolio as part of my journey to tenure. I
want to demonstrate to all of my colleagues the seriousness with which I take my new career, how deeply
I care about journalism and its future, and how committed I am to teaching — and learning about how to
teach —  at UNL.
Description of the course
Fundamentals of Editing and Reporting 1 is a foundational and skills-based course for all journalism,
sports media communications, broadcast and AD/PR majors at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s
College of Journalism and Mass Communications.
This is a critical course for success in all other CoJMC majors. It is a prerequisite for the following (a
requirement added two years ago):
● JOUR 200B — Journalism track
● SPMC 250— Sports Media and Communications track
● ADPR 221— Advertising and Public Relations track
● BRDC 260 — Broadcast track
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The course covers the fundamentals of reporting and editing, with a sprinkle of reporting, for news media
in print, digital and broadcast platforms. The first half of the course is focused on grammar, punctuation
and AP Style in an effort to ensure students have the basics of good writing skills before launching into
how to structure a story, write clearly, quote sources correctly and ultimately put it all together in a story
written on deadline for various platforms (digital/print, broadcast, social).
Students taking this course should have had an introduction to journalism in 100-level courses (see
graphic above). A minimum 2.00 GPA and completion of JOMC 101 with a grade of C or better is
required.
Students must earn a C or better in JOUR 200A to pass.
There is no assumption students arrive with equal knowledge of the basics of grammar and punctuation.
For some, the beginning of this course will be a review; for others their knowledge of language will be
expanded and stretched. For all, the introduction of AP style rules and guidelines likely will be novel. The
application of all these skills into writing will likely prove challenging for many, so the need to
understand the mechanics of writing is essential.
Part of the challenge of this course is the wide range of grammar, punctuation and spelling proficiency
some students have on day one. Some students struggle with basic grammar, others are proficient and the
review is likely boring making them lose interest in the work to come.
This course is taught by full-time faculty and adjunct instructors. It is also taught in three formats: MWF,
T-Th and once a week (2 hour, 50 minutes). I taught it on MWF and also two sections of once a week —
one in fall 2020 and the second in spring 2021.
While this is a journalism course, these skills are applicable in all communications fields. Further,
students will benefit from clarity in their own writing and the ability to edit their own written work, as
well as that of others.
Course Goals
By the end of this course, students should:
● Understand why editing, style and grammar are important
● Understand the journalistic principles of news judgment, accuracy and ethics
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● Learn how and when to apply principles of grammar and Associated Press Stylebook rules
● Learn how to write clearly and concisely and organize a news story
● Understand how to write for different platforms and audiences
Course objectives
● Identify the basics of editing, news judgment and media trends
● Examine modern-day journalism ethics, journalism bias and accuracy
● Edit and evaluate stories and texts for adherence to grammar rules and Associated Press style
● Organize information and write news stories and social media posts for different audiences that
adhere to Associated Press style and news writing best practices
● Apply interviewing and quoting best practices in reporting and story writing
Student demographics






And of those, there were approximately 14
students who were not enrolled in the journalism
college, but were required to take JOUR 200A.
These are teacher's college and ag/science comm
students.
The majority of CoJMC enrolled majors are in
AD/PR, with an increasing number of majors
coming from the College’s Sports Media and
Communications major.
Not surprisingly, that is mirrored in the
makeup of JOUR 200A classes. Based on fall
2020 enrollment of CoJMC majors (109):
● 54% were AD/PR majors
● 20% were sports media
communications majors
● 17% were broadcast majors
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● 9% were journalism majors
Some students (AD/PR majors primarily) struggle to understand or appreciate why learning AP style,
grammar and writing in traditional news writing format is applicable to them and their majors based on
limited feedback during course evaluations and course-based administered surveys administered in fall
2020.  [Feedback gleaned from two of 20 students who participated in course evaluations and two of 39
students who participated in in-class Survey Monkey surveys].
Teaching Methods
Methods, materials, activities
This class is largely skills-based and as such students are expected to read textbook and other related
materials (handouts, AP Stylebook) out of class and come prepared to our in-person/Zoom meetings ready
to apply the knowledge during in-class discussions and exercises. They also have weekly out-of-class
assignments to reinforce concepts and learnings from out-of-class reading and in-class lectures, individual
and group work.
I rely on Canvas and
replicate the
week-by-week modules
outlined by the course
coordinator. Each
provides an overview that
clearly articulates what is
required of students by




learning objectives as a
way to keep the teaching
aligned with objectives
and goals. I also link all
lecture materials (slides,
off-site documents, videos, etc) as well as Zoom-recorded class sessions at the end of each module as a
summary for review and reflection.
To reinforce textbook readings, I review key principles using slides, videos (GrammarRock videos have
been a hit) or third-party, short instructional slides/video from Khan Academy on grammar and word
usage during class. Incorporating video and other more visual learning elements seem to resonate with
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students, who can recall more quickly lessons learned using visual cues, rather than solely reading from a
textbook.
There are many sections of this
course and it is taught by several
instructors, so I follow the outline
of chapter-by-chapter instruction,
exercises, quizzes and reflections
that have been previously
developed by the course
coordinator. I agree that it is
important that we each teach the
same topics using similar
materials in roughly the same
way to ensure students have a
fundamental basis of
foundational knowledge.
In each week’s module, the learning objectives are included.
In spring semester 2021, I amended these to more closely align with overall course goals as well as
objectives.  In addition, I adjusted the structure of my class to take advantage of our long in-class,
once-a-week, in-person meeting time (two hours, 50-minutes).
In general the structure of our in-class time together
● 10 mins: Sacred space (I don’t record and students are encouraged to share concerns, thoughts
and feelings).  I found this practice to be a great use of time given the mental health issues and
concerns relayed by students especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. In survey feedback,
many students said they found this helpful. I will continue this in all of my classes.
● 15 mins: Weekly quiz on AP style, grammar, word usage and a question or two on top news of the
week. This was done in Kahoots. A weekly prize awarded for the high scorer. End of the semester
prize was awarded for the student with the highest overall weekly score. Students said they
enjoyed this. I will continue this practice.
● 15 mins: Review last week's topic/s. This was a mix of discussion and, at times, a quick
powerpoint review.
● 10 Minute: BREAK
● 50 minutes: Weekly topic lecture and discussion and one to two activities/exercises (individual
and team work).
● 10 minute: BREAK
● 50 mines: Individual or group activity based on weekly topic/lecture.
● 10 minutes: Conversation about ethics, diversity, inclusion, news events and any course
communication/reminders. This is a change from earlier teaching, where we reserved ethics and
media law as solely a weekly topic.
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I incorporate a variety of teaching methods during class as well as exercises during class and outside of
class as a means to reinforce both textbook teaching as well as in-class instruction. Much of this course
builds on concepts as we move through classes, so it is of the utmost importance that students recognize
and master key concepts (grammar, punctuation, AP style, word usage) before we move onto story
formatting news writing format.
To that end, roughly the first half of the semester is focused on the mechanics of writing to achieve two of
the five stated course goals:
● Understanding why editing, style and grammar are important.
● Learning how and when to apply principles of grammar and Associated Press Stylebook rules.
The second half to last third of the semester builds on those basics and is focused on teaching the concepts
of what makes news, how to identify those news elements, cull necessary facts from provided materials
and begin to structure a basic news story for three platforms: Print/digital, broadcast and social media.
This achieves the remaining three of the course’s stated goals:
● Understanding the journalistic principles of news judgment, accuracy and ethics.
● Learn how to write clearly and concisely and organize a news story.
● Understand how to write for different platforms and audiences.
Once we get to this section of the course, students use news releases (either from the textbook or from
real news sources) to identify news and facts and then work to employ various news writing styles (for
print, digital, broadcast and social media) to write. At various times during this instruction, students work
together in small teams (which I both randomly and strategically assign depending on the week and
student ability) in class and sometimes out of class to complete the exercise and offer peer feedback on
the writing prior to submission.
Illustration of changes from previous years
Fall 2020 lede instruction
In the fall semester, I taught print/digital lede writing during weeks
seven and eight. Students were assigned textbook readings on lede
writing, inverted pyramid news writing style and how to summarize
information in a tightly-written (optimally 25 words or less) lede. I
reviewed/reinforced their readings in slides and students then worked
individually in class to practice. We reviewed that practice in class. The
practices served to prepare them for writing digital/print leads as a
graded assignment, which included a mandatory rewrite.
Students were also required to complete a second digital-print writing
assignment in weeks eight and nine with review occurring in the
classroom, which also included student examples as a way to
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demonstrate successes and to illustrate ways in which students could improve their own writing by editing
their peers’ work.
In addition, students were provided extensive written feedback and corrections to their first writing
attempts as well as on their rewritten assignments. The level of editing/suggestions took roughly 30-45
minutes for each assignment and included notations in the Canvas assignments as well as in summary
form for each. Both the first
lede-writing assignment and the
rewrites were graded against a rubric.
We shifted to broadcast writing in week
10. Students read from the textbook,
reviewed slides and were provided
tipsheets on how to write in AP
broadcast style and practiced in-class
broadcast writing to prepare them for
their graded broadcast writing
assignment out of class. I used a grid to
show them the differences in broadcast vs. print/digital writing forms. I also used visual examples from
the textbook to illustrate the
difference in each writing style.
Student feedback was positive.
However, many struggled with key
writing differences: Print story lead
writing uses past tense and attribution
generally goes at the end; broadcast
writing is just the opposite (as seen in
the graphic). This confused many
students, who struggled with this
concept for the rest of the semester.
In addition, I introduced social media
writing in week 11 as part of the
module on quotes and attribution
instruction. Not only did it not fit neatly in this topic, but some students indicated they were confused by
this different writing structure. The shortened semester necessitated I group some materials together that
previously were not.
Students were assessed on a final, deadline-writing assignment that required them to write a digital/print
story, a broadcast lede and a Tweet from a press release.
Student feedback (which has not been edited), while wide-ranging, included:
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● “We spent quite a few weeks on AP style. I would've liked to have spent a couple more weeks on
inverted-pyramid writing, broadcast & [social] media. We didn't have as much course load work
on that and it would've been helpful if we had spent a week more and honed those skills.
Especially since that was what the whole final was :)”
● “I just felt we spent too long on AP writing and the last part of the inverted pyramid, broadcast
and social media was rushed.”
● “I think we did a lot of leads but I also think that we needed to so we could understand the
material.”
Spring 2021 lede-writing instruction changes
Using student feedback as a guide and in consultation with the course coordinator, I adjusted my teaching
of lede writing in my Spring JOUR 200A section to teach the three styles simultaneously. To my
knowledge this has not been attempted in the past.
Because the concepts of finding news and summarizing it tightly is challenging, I taught the elements of
basic fact-finding in press releases first to align with the textbook reading/s and to reiterate this skill
repeatedly. However, I amended my lectures and slides to incorporate the introduction of various writing
styles to emphasize that once students can ferret out the relevant news and information, they then can
apply writing for various platforms. I also started teaching these concepts over four weeks as opposed to
three weeks.
In addition, I simplified broadcast writing instruction (students were not required to write full scripts, use
AP broadcast writing rules nor were they required to include pronunciation). I also solely focused on
using Twitter for news writing and did not teach writing for other social media platforms (ie: Facebook
and Instagram). My justification for this was that there are specific courses in the College that teach
broadcast writing and Twitter is the primary tool journalists use to engage with readers, especially in
regards to newswriting and breaking news stories.
From the first practice to the first ledes writing assignment in week 8 , students were instructed to write
both broadcast and digital/print ledes. Students were required to rewrite their submissions for a final
grade. Students were graded on their high score. All improved.
The following week, students worked
as teams and worked on writing ledes
in all three formats on the classroom
whiteboard.
The teamwork/whiteboard instruction
was a student’s idea and it worked
well. Students were able to work
collaboratively in their four-member
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teams and often looked at other classmate work to amend or discuss their team’s writing. I went from
team to team to discuss/edit/correct their whiteboard work. Students were masked at all times and while
social distancing was challenging, I enforced spacing repeatedly and students complied. Student feedback
was overwhelmingly positive and their individual work improved.
Students working in teams to practice writing three different leads from one set of facts. Note: Mask
wearing and social distancing was strictly enforced.
Students were then given the next
assignment, which was ledes 2.
This assignment was similar to
ledes 1. Students were provided a
press release or a collection of
facts and were required to submit
three things: A digital/print lede,
a broadcast lede and a Tweet. Again, they were required to rewrite each of these for a final grade.
Students received their top grade and all improved on the rewrite.
The next week, students again worked in teams in the white board in-class exercises to continue their
practice and to prepare them for their third and final lede writing assignment, which instructed them to
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begin with a broadcast lead, followed with a Tweet and then to write the fuller digital/print lede last. This
is the opposite way I taught this last semester and in lede writing assignments 1 and 2. I amended my
instructions for the ledes 3 assignment after noticing that several students who started writing their
broadcast ledes first seemed to do an overall
better job by building onto those with more
facts as necessary in the print/digital format.
This instruction was reinforced for four
other news story writing assignments, as
well as in their final, on-deadline writing
assignment. In each assignment, students
were required to write the three versions of
the same set of facts for complete credit.
Rubrics were used in each assignment.
Rewrites were required on Leads 1 and 2
and were optional for the Leads 3
assignment.
Rewrites were required for News Story 1,
but optional for the News Story 2. The
majority of student work improved nearly a




I based the analysis of learning on three areas: Student work as judged by a pre-course writing sample
and a final timed writing final assignment; grade improvement on all three lede-writing assignments and
Story 1 and Story 2 assignments; as well as a post-semester anonymous student survey.
Student work
Students were each given a press release the first day of class and asked to do their best to write a news
story. This pre-semester writing sample was scored only for participation. It was used as a baseline only
for this research. But all students would have scored at or below a 60% if I had graded it for grammar,
style, word usage and structure.
At the end of the course, students were given a timed, on-deadline writing assessment that required them
to look at a press release and write a print/digital story, a broadcast lead and a Tweet. Because the first
sample was not graded for a score it is impossible to compare grades, as I can for ledes assignments and
rewrites and their final scores.
All student writing improved markedly from pre-writing to final assessment.
To compare, I took the scores of the final writing assignment for three students: A low-scoring student
(Student A), an average-scoring student (Student B) and a high-scoring student (Student C) to compare
their final grades against the median class score. It should be noted that the lowest-scoring student in this
course was not used for comparison because I suspect that student may have an undiagnosed learning
challenge and that student’s scores, by and large, were an outlier to the rest of the class.
The median grade for the final writing project from the class was 78. The median class score for the first
News Story assignment was 64. This is a 14-point improvement for the class as a whole.
On the final writing project:
Student A scored 75 and his writing was much improved. He lost points because he did not write a
broadcast lede accurately. He scored 50.5 points in his first News Story assignment before revision.
Student B scored 74 in part because her digital/print story had excessive grammar, style and usage errors.
The structure of all three was done correctly. She scored 37.25 points in her first News Story assignment
before revision.
Student C scored 98 and lost points only for a little bit of flabby writing. However, his print/digital story
was structured perfectly, his broadcast lede and Tweet were also perfect. I would have published his work
with very minor edits. He scored 60.5 points in his first News Story assignment before revision.
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Grades and grade trends
Assessing writing is difficult even when rubrics are attached. I attempted to gauge student improvement
by assessing the revised grade from the original submission in Leads 1, Leads 2, Leads 3 and News Story
1 and News Story 2. The median scores for the entire class improved with each rewrite (6 to 28 point
improvement.). The same was true for students A, B and C.  However, when rewrites were optional,
fewer than half of the class submitted them as was the case with students A, B and C. Having said that, by
the time all students wrote Leads 3 they were scoring significantly higher by a median of 14 points. The
same improvement was true from News Story 1 and 2, which saw a 16 point increase between the initial
scores.
This seems to indicate that the more students practice writing and revising their scores improve across the


















Students A, B, C
did not make
optional revisions
Class +16 +28 92 points +28 86
Student A +4 +54 86 points +16.25 76.25
Student B +18 +26 86 point +36 78.25
Student C +10 +16 100 points +35.5 100
Student survey feedback
I asked the same three questions of both my fall JOUR 200A students and my spring section students. I
added several open-ended comments to my post-course survey specifically on lede writing. Some of those
comments are included below. I did not gleen enough meaningful data from the survey questions and I’m
afraid the comments by the students, while generally positive, don’t provide enough qualitative data
because this type of writing was new to the majority of the students. Most students also had never been
taught in any other way and would not be able to judge one teaching style against this method.


























Do you have confidence that
your grammar, knowledge of AP
style and writing has improved?





Student survey responses to open-ended question about lede writing (responses have not been
edited)
Now thinking back on learning how to write leads, did you find it helpful to learn print/digital lead
writing, broadcast leads and social media lead writing at the same time? If so, why? If not, why not?
Again, please be as specific as possible.
● “I absolutely found it helpful. I think doing them at the same time helped me separate the
different types of leads. It also showed how we can reconstruct the wording of leads for the
different kinds, and it helped me understand active and passive voice. Learning them all together
knocked out a lot of learning, and I think it's helpful when they are done together.”
● “Yes, i think it is easier to write social media and broadcast leads than it is print leads.”
● “Yes, I do think this was helpful. I liked learning all three of these because they were similar and
when we were assigned them we could see how similar they are but also how they differed
● “I felt that learning how to do all of these leads at the same time was helpful because I was able
to compare the content of each kind of lead. For example I found it helpful to wrote my broadcast
lead first because then I was able to use it to create a print/digital lead.”
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● “Definitely helpful. Being able to see how they were different from each other made it easier to
learn how to write them. I would probably still be using past tense in broadcast leads of not for
them being taught at the same time, or it would at least have taken longer to internalize.”
● I found it difficult to do all three at the same time. It would work better if we focus on one at a
time to get it down well.
● I thought it was best to kind of throw it at us at once. Really just separated it at the beginning and
it didn't come out of no where. So personally I enjoyed it.
Summary
Overall and based on student feedback and scores, it appears that combining the teaching of ledes
simultaneously worked well for the high-achieving students in the course as well as journalism majors
and average-scoring students. Lower performing students struggled with all lede and story writing, which
was the case in both sections of the course I taught in the fall. However, far more analysis is needed in
finding ways to assess this as well as to assess all writing outcomes.
The amount of grading with multiple versions and multiple rewrites was intense. I was able to provide
deep feedback in a timely manner because this was the only course (19 students) I taught in the spring. I
would have to think about how to amend this style if I have two sections of this course in one semester.
What worked
As noted above, teaching lede writing in this manner works very well for high-achieving students and
those majoring in journalism and broadcast.
More specific successes include:
● Having repeated in-class practice sessions.
● Teaming students to work on the whiteboard as a means to show their work and get immediate
feedback from me on what worked and ways to improve.
● Multiple mandatory rewrites.
● Listening to the mid-semester survey suggestions from students and most notably the suggestion
from one student to do whiteboard work — this was a tremendous win for students and for me as
a new instructor.
Needs further review
As mentioned earlier, it is difficult to know if this teaching method works or can work for all students as
the sample size was so small (19) and I did not have any earlier group in which to compare who were
taught using the same method.
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More specific review and self-reflection is as follows:
● The rubrics I only slightly modified from the fall sessions and were lacking at best and inadequate
at worst.
● Group/teamwork in class started too late in the semester and too late in each class meeting. It was
one of the last activities students completed in an already long course. I am left to wonder about
the outcomes if I had started both earlier.
● Less lectures based on textbook reading and more hands-on work in class.
● I should have set up a sample of students with another instructor to compare post-writing samples
in order to gauge student learning
● I wished I would have had the students continue to work with their first pre-semester writing
sample so I could have evaluated the same work, pre- mid- and post-course.
● I should have created a grid-like structure for students to visualize style differences in each type
of writing (this was a suggestion by the course coordinator after the end of class).
Future plans
I have learned much about my teaching as
well as how to modify my coursework to
adjust to student needs. I plan to continue
to teach digital/print, broadcast and social
media simultaneously in my five-week
summer course (as will the course
coordinator). I also plan to teach lede
writing this way again in my JOUR 200A
course in fall 2021. I will make
modifications to the learning materials and
to my slides. The course coordinator and I
have worked together to outline the
five-week summer session and I will
incorporate her comparison grid for
teaching/showing the led-writing
differences.
I also am reworking nearly all of my rubrics for my summer course and plan to further modify them for
my fall section.
In addition, I plan to incorporate much more in-class work on all writing this coming fall. I am hopeful
that the in-class considerations (masking and distancing and Zoom teaching) that we executed for
2020-21 will be (mostly) rescinded and students will be able to work more closely together on this type of
work and that I can work more closely with students in class to provide immediate feedback.
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I also plan to continue to analyze student learning outcomes to more fully determine if this teaching
approach is having the desired outcomes. It is abundantly clear to me now, as I articulated at the outset of
this project, that I need to continue to review after-course results with a critical eye and design research
methods that provide me that useful data. This is a personal goal for me as I move forward in my teaching
career. I look forward to continued learning on this front and am grateful for the Peer Review of Teaching
Project experience so early in my teaching career.
APPENDICES
Appendix A: Syllabus







phone: 402-472-4051 (o) | 513-817-9134 (c)
Student hours: This is your time. You can stop by to chat, ask questions or get help with anything you
may be struggling with. It is best to schedule a time with me in advance.
Tuesday: Noon-4 p.m.  via Zoom [Join URL: https://unl.zoom.us/j/93501059717] or
in-office, in-person with a mask and distanced (again, please schedule in advance). If this time
block doesn’t work, email me and we will get something set up. I am here for you.
Class information
Room 114, Andersen Hall
Tuesday 6 p.m. - 8:50 p.m.
Zooming into class? Here is link Passcode: 200A112
This is an in-person class. You are expected to attend in person unless you have an approved
accommodation, are in quarantine or isolation (and you need to let me know prior to your absence so I
can adjust accordingly) or I have approved your absence before our class meeting.
Course Structure
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This is a long class and we will go over a ton of information each time we meet. The structure will
roughly be as follows:
● 10 mins: Sacred space (I won’t record and we can share any concerns that are on your mind, or
issues you are having in class or in life.) The rule: What is said during this time stays in class. I
will also take attendance during this time.
● 15 mins: Weekly quiz on AP, grammar, word usage and a question or two question or two on
news of the week. This will be done in Kahoots. Small weekly prize awarded for high scorer
(think chocolate). End of the semester prize for the person with highest overall weekly scores. It
pays to study up.
● 15 mins: Review last week's topic/s.
● 10 Minute: BREAK
● 50 minutes: Weekly topic lecture and discussion and an in-class activity or two.
● 10 minute: BREAK
● 50 mines: Individual or group activity based on weekly topic/lecture.
● 10 minutes: Conversation about ethics, diversity, inclusion, news events, communications.
Reminder of what’s coming up.
Course prerequisites
A minimum 2.00 GPA and completion of JOMC 101 with a grade of C or better is required.
Course description
This course covers the fundamentals of reporting, writing and editing for news media in print, digital and
broadcast platforms.
Required reading. Purchase before our first class.
● “Everybody’s an Editor Navigating Journalism’s Changing Landscape,” 3rd edition, by Sue
Burzynski Bullard and Jessica Fargen Walsh, ISBN: 978-1-61549-703-4, Great River
Technologies. This e-book contains the reading assignments, exercises and quizzes you will use
during the semester. Access codes can be purchased online with a credit card. Go to
https://www.grlcontent.com/. There are instructions here on getting the book. You also may
purchase an access card at the University Bookstore. Enter the access code the first time you log
on to the site. Please make sure you register for the correct section of the class (012)
● “Writing & Reporting for the Media,” 12th edition, by Bender, Drager, Davenport, Fedler,
ISBN: 978-0190649425. You do not need to purchase the workbook.
● The Associated Press Stylebook (2020-2022 edition) Lease purchase the latest version here.
Your online subscription is good for a year.
Note: Journalism and broadcast majors will need the same books for Jour200B. You will automatically
have access to “Everybody’s an Editor” during Jour200B.
Welcome to class in this extraordinary time, when we are all learning together. Flexibility will be key this
semester as we navigate and explore journalism in the midst of a pandemic and getting our
every-two-week COVID tests. Remember: download the app! (I am also taking mine every two weeks, too)
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This is my second semester teaching as a full-time faculty member at UNL’s CoJMC. So, I will be
continuing to learn along with you. I previously taught as an adjunct at Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio. I was a working journalist for nearly 35 years, most recently in Minneapolis/St. Paul (yes, during
the George Floyd killing and its aftermath).
I am a proud graduate of UNL’s CoJMC. I am a first-generation college student. I have two daughters.
My oldest lives with me here and is exploring going back to college. My youngest is finishing up her last
year at the University of Cincinnati.
Allow me to chat about a few things before you dive into the depths of the syllabus:
We have a shortened schedule this semester. We moved the location of this section to a larger room in
order to accommodate the entire class [There are 20 of you]. It is my expectation that we will meet in
person each week. If you can not, you can join us via Zoom with your camera on, please (more on this
later). Y’all know this already, but it bears repeating: Inside Andersen Hall and in all rooms, you must
wear masks. We need to maintain a minimum of six feet of physical distance. That means during breaks, I
may ask you to wait until others have left before you leave. I know this is a LONG class and you will have
two breaks to allow you to take a walk outside of the building if you need to take your mask off. If this is
an issue, please see me.
Below, you can read about the principles behind this course. But, basically, it’s designed to make you a
better editor, a better writer and a deeper thinker when it comes to ethics, bias and journalism’s
importance and role in democracy. The leaders of this college think these skills are so important that this
class is required for everyone.
You can’t succeed in mass communications (this includes AD/PR) without being a good writer and editor.
Everyone is well served by becoming media literate.
I am your partner in success in this class, and I'm here to help you learn and become a better writer and
editor. I value honesty, openness, problem solving and teamwork. I commit to these four principles and I
hope you will commit to these for yourself, your class colleagues as well as to me.
You may notice the occasional psst! here and there (here in the syllabus and throughout assignments, etc).
These are meant to be gentle reminders, nudges or tips of special note.
I look forward to getting to know you this semester and learning along with you.
Finally, please call me Chris.
What I expect from you
● Your attention and your engagement
● Come prepared
● If you have challenges, let me know ASAP please
● Honesty, always
● You give your A-game
What you can expect from me
● Prompt grading. No one should ever have a question about their grade
● Clear course organization
● Compassion and empathy
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● Honesty, always
● I give my A-game
ACEJMC competencies
The College of Journalism and Mass Communications is accredited by the Accrediting Council on
Education in Journalism and Mass Communications (ACEJMC). The mission of ACEJMC is “to foster
and encourage excellence and high standards in professional education in journalism and mass
communications.” ACEJMC recommends that all graduates should be aware of certain core values and
competencies. This course addresses the following competencies:
● Demonstrate an understanding of professional ethical principles and work ethically in pursuit of truth,
accuracy, fairness and diversity;
● Think critically, creatively and independently;
● Conduct research and evaluate information by methods appropriate to the communications
professions in which they work;
● Write correctly and clearly in forms and styles appropriate for the communications professions,
audiences and purposes they serve;
● Critically evaluate their own work and that of others for accuracy and fairness, clarity, appropriate
style and grammatical correctness;
● Apply basic numerical and statistical concepts;
● Apply tools and technologies appropriate for the communications professions in which they work.
● Demonstrate an understanding of gender, race ethnicity, sexual orientation and, as appropriate, other
forms of diversity in domestic society in relation to mass communications.
Course goals and objectives
One of ACEJMC’s principles is to promote student learning by assessing your achievement of the
competencies listed above at the course and program level. After completing this course, students will
have met these objectives aligned with these goals. All your assignments in this class are aligned with
these goals and objectives.
Course Goals
● Understand why editing, style and grammar are important
● Understand the journalistic principles of news judgment, accuracy and ethics
● Learn how and when to apply principles of grammar and Associated Press Stylebook rules
● Learn how to write clearly and concisely and organize a news story
● Understand how to write for different platforms and audiences
Course Objectives
● Identify the basics of editing, news judgment and media trends
● Examine modern-day journalism ethics, journalism bias and accuracy
● Edit and evaluate stories and texts for adherence to grammar rules and Associated Press style
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● Organize information and write news stories and social media posts for different audiences that
adhere to Associated Press style and news writing best practices
● Apply interviewing and quoting best practices in reporting and story writing
Class procedures and expectations
The key in this class is mastering fundamentals: accuracy, solid reporting, research and writing skills;
ethics and understanding your audience. The rest builds on that foundation.
pssst!: One trick: Don’t fall behind. Another trick: Engage with each other often. And one more: Read,
read, read; preparation is key.
While the intent of this course is to meet 100 percent in person, there may be times when you can not. So
it’s good to know that learning online is different from face-to-face learning. You can learn more about
this transition here: https://teaching.unl.edu/guide-learning-online/
Students participating in the classroom should always bring a laptop, your textbook and have access to
your AP stylebook. Those participating via Zoom will be expected to be present with your camera on,
engaged and able to answer questions and discuss concepts throughout our nearly three hours together.
Please use your devices for coursework. If I see you are chatting or on social media, I will ask that you
turn your device off, which means you will not be able to complete coursework in class, which of course
will impact your grade. Further, please be respectful of our community and give the class your full
attention. If you are disruptive or disrespectful during class you may be asked to leave out of respect for
me and the rest of the class.
You each will start out with 70 points in the engagement-grading category at the beginning of the
semester (5 points a week). I will deduct 5 points a week if you miss a class or if you don’t have your
camera on during class. You can use an appropriate Zoom background if you would like. You can find out
how to do that here.
This is not a class that you can miss frequently and get notes on later. Each class period we learn new
skills and practice them. Miss class and you can fall behind fast. [See the psst! above].
We meet for less than three hours a week even though this is a 3-credit course. We will only see each
other 14 times. You’ll be doing the majority of your work outside of class and the key is to come to
class fully prepared.
This will be a big change for you if you just finished high school. In high school, about 20% of the work
you do is outside of class and 80% is in class. In college, those numbers are flipped. You will have
readings and assignments as homework. This will give us more time in class for editing, writing, reporting
and robust discussions. Keep in mind that editing mechanics are learned best through practice and
repetition. Early on, you’ll be assigned many exercises. The repetition is deliberate; it’s the only way
you’ll learn editing skills.
Engagement
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We will be meeting in-person each Tuesday night. However, it is possible that you’ll miss these sessions
for various reasons. To ensure that all students are fully engaged in the course, I expect the following
from you as a student in this course:
● You attend your in-person class.
○ If you need to miss or are ill, please let me know before class. All class sessions will be
recorded and posted to Canvas. Other expectations for engagement include:
● That you read and watch all assigned course content during the week that it is assigned.
● That you complete all assignments before the deadline.
● That you let me know ahead of time if you will not be able to meet the deadlines so that we can
make alternative arrangements.
Late Assignments
You get one freebie late assignment. However if you are ill, please see me and I will make
accommodations. Otherwise, you have 24 hours after the due date to submit it. It doesn’t matter why it
was late, please just turn it in within 24 hours and let me know it will be late. Additional late assignments
that are submitted won’t count toward your grade. This policy is in place to be fair to our community of
students who are turning in assignments on time. In addition, if you turn in late assignments, you’ll fall
behind in this class.
Rewrites
You are HIGHLY encouraged to rewrite all of your written work. Please note, however, that a rewrite
deadline does NOT take the place of the initial deadline for submission. You must submit an assignment
when it is due in order to rewrite it.
Assignment weighting
All assignments in this course are 100 points, but some count more toward your final grade than others.
Below, you can see how assignments in this course are weighted.
Reporting and writing (25%) You’ll write multiple news stories this semester for a variety of platforms
including broadcast, social media, newspapers and digital.
Editing (20%) You’ll learn to edit via online exercises and story editing as well as peer reviewing work.
Engagement (15%) You’ll earn engagement points for contributing to our class when you are online and
in-person and being thoughtful on our discussion boards. You will each start out with 70 points in this
category. I will deduct 5 points if you miss a class or don’t keep your Zoom camera on each class
meeting.
Reflection (15%) You’ll write three short reflection papers, answering specific questions on issues related
to ethics, bias, diversity or accuracy.
Quizzes (10%) You’ll take multiple-choice quizzes based readings and other topics.You will also take
quizzes based on the Editing Tip videos in the e-book.
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Final project (10%) You’ll write a deadline story, broadcast script and social media post in class using the
skills you’ve learned this semester.
Final AP/Grammar quiz (5%) You will be tested on your knowledge of AP and grammar and word usage













60 -63 = D
Under 60 = F
*You must receive at least a C (74 or above) to pass this class.
Face covering policy
As of July 17, 2020, and until further notice, all UNL faculty, staff, students and visitors are required to
use a facial covering at all times when indoors except under specific conditions outlined in the COVID 19
face covering policy.
To protect the health and well-being of the university and wider community, UNL has implemented a
policy requiring all people, including students, faculty and staff, to wear a face covering on campus that
covers the mouth and nose. The classroom is a community, and as a community, we seek to maintain the
health and safety of all members by wearing face coverings when in the classroom. Failure to comply
with this policy is interpreted as a disruption of the classroom and may be a violation of UNL’s Student
Code of Conduct.
Individuals who have health or medical reasons for not wearing face coverings should work with the
Office of Services for Students with Disabilities [117 Louise Pound Hall] to establish accommodations to
address the health concern. Students who prefer not to wear a face covering should work with their
advisor to arrange a fully online course schedule that does not require their presence on campus.
Students in the classroom:
1. If a student is not properly wearing a face covering, the instructor will remind the student of the
policy and ask the student to comply with it.
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2. If the student will not comply with the face covering policy, the instructor will ask the student to
leave the classroom, and the student may only return when properly wearing a face covering.
3. If the student refuses to properly wear a face covering or leave the classroom, the instructor will
dismiss the class and will report the student to Student Conduct & Community Standards for
misconduct, where the student will be subject to disciplinary action.
Instructors in the classroom:
1. If an instructor is not properly wearing a face covering, students will remind the instructor of the
policy and ask them to comply with it.
2. If an instructor will not properly wear a face covering, students may leave the classroom and
should report the misconduct to the department chair or via the TIPS system for disciplinary action
through faculty governance processes.
Schedule
For the most up-to-date course schedule, due dates and assignments, please check Canvas. With few
exceptions, assignments are due by Thursday, Saturday and Mondays at 11:59 p.m. unless otherwise
noted.
UNL is operating under an adapted schedule this semester so there is no spring break, and the semester is
14 weeks, instead of 16 weeks.
May 4 is the last day for students in this class.
Assignments listed correspond to the week they will be assigned.
Week 1:  The role of editors and journalism’s transformation
● Read before class: “Everybody’s an Editor,” Chapter 1
● Assignments: Syllabus & Canvas quiz, Chapter 1 quiz in e-book: Post-test for text
● Pre-Assessment in e-book
Week 2: Examining news judgment and the role of editors
● Read before class: “Everybody’s an Editor,” Chapter 2
● Assignments: Basic Editing, Chapter 2 quiz in e-book: Post-test for text
Week 3: Grammar basics: commas, apostrophes, agreement and more
● Read before class: “Everybody’s an Editor,” Chapter 3
● Assignments: Agreement Exercise, Punctuation Perfection Exercise, Chapter 3 quiz in e-book:
Post-test for text
Week 4:  AP Style: Providing clarity and consistency
● Read before class: “Everybody’s an Editor,” Chapter 4
● Assignments: Abbreviations, Style & Usage
Week 5: AP Style: Language norms are changing, but clarity and consistency still matter
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● Assignments: AP Style Group Presentations, Reflection Paper 1, AP Style Basics 1, Chapter 4
quiz in the e-book: Post-test for text
Week 6: Media law primer: ethics, libel, accuracy
● Read before class: “Everybody’s an Editor,” Chapters 5 and 6
● Assignments: AP Style Basics 2, Reflection Paper 2, Chapters 5 and 6 quizzes in e-book:
Post-test for text
Week 7:  Better writing: active voice, strong verbs, less clutter
● Read before class: “Everybody’s an Editor,” Chapter 7
● Assignments: Wordy Sentences, Reflection Paper 3, AP Style Basics 3, Chapter 7 quiz in e-book:
Post-test for text
Week 8: Writing news leads: Summarizing and grabbing attention
● Read before class: “Writing & Reporting for the Media,” Chapter 7
● Assignments: News Lead I
Week 9: Adapting your lead writing to new platforms
● Read before class: “Writing & Reporting for the Media,” Chapter 9
● Assignments: News lead II, Broadcast Leads, News Story
● Week 10: Putting it together: news leads and stories
● Assignments: News story
Week 11: Building your news writing skills
● Read before class:  “Writing & Reporting for the Media,” Chapter 13
● Assignments: News Story 2
Week 12: Talking to people and quoting them
● Read before class:“Writing & Reporting for the Media,” Chapters 10 and 11
● Assignments: Interview story
● Week 13: Writing for public relations
● Read before class:  “Everybody’s an Editor,” Chapter 7, “Writing & Reporting for the Media,”
Chapter 19, and crisis communication slides
● Assignment: PR writing assignment
Week 14: Editing and writing on deadline with accuracy and organization
● Assignment: Final project, an in-class deadline assignment
● Assignment: Final AP Style test, an in-class, timed test
Recording of class-related activity
I invite all of you to join me in actively creating and contributing to a positive, productive and respectful
classroom culture. Each student contributes to an environment that shapes the learning process. Any work
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and/or communication that you are privy to as a member of this course should be treated as the
intellectual property of the speaker/creator and is not to be shared outside the context of this course.
Students may not make or distribute screen captures, audio/video recordings of, or livestream, any
class-related activity, including lectures and presentations, without express prior written consent from me
or an approved accommodation from Services for Students with Disabilities. If you have (or think you
may have) a disability such that you need to record or tape class-related activities, you should contact
Services for Students with Disabilities, at 117 Louise Pound Hall. If you have an accommodation to
record class-related activities, those recordings may not be shared with any other student, whether in this
course or not, or with any other person or on any other platform. Failure to follow this policy on recording
or distributing class-related activities may subject you to discipline under the Student Code of Conduct.
Technology requirements
This class doesn’t have a lot of technology requirements. You will need a laptop for class everyday, a
notebook to write in and possibly headphones. We will use Canvas a lot.
● To get help with Canvas problems, click ‘Help’ from the left side menu in Canvas. Help is
available 24/7 via phone (1-877-244-8884) or chat.
● To get help with other technological problems, contact the UNL Huskertech Help Center by
phone at 402-472-3970 or email at support@nebraska.edu
Academic integrity
Every student must adhere to the policy on academic integrity set forth in the UNL Student Code of
Conduct as outlined in the UNL Bulletin. Students who plagiarize may receive a failing grade on an
assignment or for an entire course and may be reported to the Student Judicial Review Board. The work a
student submits in a class must be the student's own work and must be work completed for that particular
class and assignment. Students wishing to build on an old project or work on a similar project in two
classes must discuss this with both professors.
Academic dishonesty includes:
● handing in another's work or part of another's work as your own.
● turning in one of your old papers (including something you wrote in high school) for a
current class.
● turning in the same or similar paper for two different classes,
● using notes or other study aids or otherwise obtaining another's answers for a quiz or an
examination.
Anything and everything you include in your papers that comes from another source must be attributed
with proper citation. That includes ideas and opinions.
Plagiarism consists of using phrases, sentences or paragraphs from any source and republishing them
without alteration or attribution. The sources include, but are not limited to, books, magazines,




UNL offers individual coaching sessions on time management, goal setting, motivation, study routines,
study skills, test preparation, study groups, and general transition issues related to academic success. You
can schedule free appointments for individual academic coaching with First-Year Experience and
Transition Program staff through MyPLAN.  You can also take advantage of study stops--which provide
individual and group study with learning consultants in a variety of disciplines--and free group workshops
on topics such as time management, goal setting, test preparation, and reading strategies. See
https://success.unl.edu/ for schedules and more information.
Well-being coaching
UNL offers individual coaching focused on student well-being and strengths. The student coaches have
been trained to help other students thrive using the nine dimensions of the well-being framework. You can
schedule online with the coach of your choice at https://resilience.unl.edu/.
Mental health
UNL offers a variety of options to students to aid them in dealing with stress and adversity. Counseling
and Psychological & Services (CAPS) is a multidisciplinary team of psychologists and counselors that
works collaboratively with Nebraska students to help them explore their feelings and thoughts and learn
helpful ways to improve their mental, psychological and emotional well-being when issues arise. CAPS
can be reached by calling 402-472-7450. Visit https://caps.unl.edu/ for more information. Big Red
Resilience & Well-Being (BRRWB) provides one-on-one well-being coaching to any student who wants
to enhance their well-being. Trained well-being coaches help students create and be grateful for positive
experiences, practice resilience and self-compassion, and find support as they need it.  BRRWB can be
reached by calling 402-472-8770. Visit https://resilience.unl.edu/ for more information.
Writing center
At the Writing Center, located in 102 Andrews Hall, you can work with an individual writing consultant
on any type of writing at any stage in your writing process. This is a free service available to all UNL
students. For an appointment, call 472-8803 or schedule online at https://www.unl.edu/writing/home.
Students with disabilities
The University strives to make all learning experiences as accessible as possible. If you anticipate or
experience barriers based on your disability (including mental health, chronic or temporary medical
conditions), please let me know immediately so that we can discuss options privately. To establish
reasonable accommodations, I may request that you register with Services for Students with Disabilities
(SSD). If you are eligible for services and register with their office, make arrangements with me as soon
as possible to discuss your accommodations so they can be implemented in a timely manner. SSD contact
information: 117 Louise Pound Hall; 402-472-3787.
Diversity and inclusiveness
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln does not discriminate on the basis of race, ethnicity, color, national
origin, sex (including pregnancy), religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic
information, veteran status, marital status, and/or political affiliation.
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The College of Journalism and Mass Communications values diversity in the broadest sense – gender,
age, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, economic status, physical and intellectual ability, religion,
education and geography. We recognize that acknowledging, building understanding and incorporating
diversity throughout the curriculum prepare students for communications careers in a global society. As
communicators, we know journalism, advertising, public relations, broadcasting and other forms of
strategic communications must reflect society in order to be credible, reliable and effective. Inaccuracies
or biases in our written, spoken and visual reports mean we have failed as journalists. Diverse voices and
perspectives improve our accuracy and truthfulness. In advertising and public relations, we cannot
succeed if we do not understand the value of or know how to create inclusive communications that reflect
a diverse society.
Trespass policy (Regents’ Policy 6.4.7)
The areas of University academic, research, public service, and administrative buildings of the University
used for classrooms, laboratories, faculty and staff offices, and the areas of University student residence
buildings used for student living quarters are not open to the general public. Any person not authorized to
be or remain in any such building area will be deemed to be trespassing on University property, and may
be cited and subject to prosecution for criminal trespass in violation of Neb. Rev. Stat., § 28-520 or §
28-521.
Classroom emergency preparedness and response information
UNL Alert
UNL Alert provides free notification by landline, cell phone, text message, e-mail, fax, and pager during
an emergency. Visit http://emergency.unl.edu for a link and instructions on how to sign up for alerts
pertaining to UNL. If you receive a UNL Alert notification during class, please share the information
immediately.
Additional information about emergency preparedness and response at UNL as well as the university’s
operating status can be found on emergency.unl.edu.
Weather Extremes
· Listen to the latest National Weather Service warnings and bulletins on radio and television.
During a Tornado
· When sirens activate, move to the lowest, interior area of the building or designated tornado
shelter.
· Stay away from windows.
· Stay near an inside wall when possible.
· Keep calm. Even though a warning is issued, the chance of a tornado striking your building or
location is slight.
During a Winter Storm
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· If conditions worsen during the day, the administration may decide to close the university early.
When such determination is made, you will be notified through UNL Alert, campus email, and UNL’s
website.
· Decisions to close for the day are usually communicated by 6 a.m.
· If roads leading to your home have been closed, caution should be used in determining whether to
travel home.
Mobility Assistance
· Anyone who needs/wants help with moving to evacuation or shelter-in-place locations should let
me know.
· I will locate volunteers students in this class who will assist you in the event we evacuate or
shelter-in-place
Shelter-In-Place (Hostile Intruder, External Hazardous Materials Release)
· Remain calm.
· If it is possible to flee the area safely and avoid danger, do so.
· Notify anyone you encounter to exit the building immediately. Evacuate to a safe area away from
the danger and take protective cover. Stay there until help arrives.
· Call the UNL Police Department or 9-1-1 with your location if possible.  If you cannot get
through by phone and have text message capability, text University Police at 41513.  Enter the letters
UNLPD and then type your message. Dispatch will receive and respond to the message.
· If flight is impossible, secure yourself in your space. Barricade doors and block windows. Turn
off all the lights, close blinds and close and lock all windows and lock and barricade all doors.
· Seek protective cover for yourself and any others (concrete walls, thick desks, filing cabinets may
protect you from bullets).
· Keep calm, quiet and out of sight.
· Silence cell phones (mute or turn off cell phone ringer).  Consider turning off radios and
computer monitors.
· Do not answer the door. If you do not recognize the voice that is giving instructions, do not
change your status (stay put). Unknown or unfamiliar voices may be false and designed to give false
assurances.
· Place signs in exterior windows to identify the location of injured persons.
· Do Not Approach Emergency Responders—let them come to you.
· Remain where you are until an "all clear" instruction is given by an authorized known voice.
Evacuation (Fire, Internal Hazardous Materials Release)
· Always evacuate the building if the fire alarm sounds.
· In the event of an evacuation, gather your personal belongings quickly (purse, keys, cell phone,
NCard, etc.) and proceed to the nearest exit.
· Exit through the emergency exit doors at the south end of the building and assemble on the
sidewalk on the south side of Andersen Hall.
· Do not use the elevator.
· Move away from the problem, use alternative exits.
· Help those who need assistance moving. ·  Be ready to be guided by additional instructions.
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Appendix B: Student A pre-writing sample
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Appendix C: Student B pre-writing sample
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Appendix D: Student C pre-writing sample
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Appendix E: Student A final writing project with graded assessment/comments
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Appendix G: Student A final writing project with graded assessment/comments
40
Appendix H: End-of-course survey results
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